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Outline of the lecture
Purpose: introduce basic steps and key considerations in ChIP-seq analysis
1. Epigenetics - fundamental concepts
2. The ChIP-seq method
3. What kind of information can we obtain from ChIP-seq?
4. Study design
5. ChIP-seq analysis workflow:
a. Preprocessing
b. Quality controls
c. Isolation of enriched regions
d. Analysis of enriched regions
e. Visualization
f. Average profiles
g. Comparative analysis of enriched regions

Epigenetics - inheritance, but not as we know it
Non-genic memory of function transmitted from generation to
generation (A. Bird)

Factors which are analysed:
- DNA methylation
- nucleosome occupancy
- histone modifications
- transcription factors
- RNA-polymerases
- chromatin modifying enzymes

TFs +

Chromatin

Adapted from Conrad Hal Waddington (1942)

Fig. 3.1 Waddington’s view on the epigenetic landscape shaping cell’s developmental
choices. At the beginning of the developmental process, cell has equal opportunities to
differentiate to any mature cell lineage (situation at the top of the cartoon). During the set up
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ChIP-Seq

What kind of information can we obtain from the
ChIP-seq experiments ?
Resource
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SUMMARY

Histone modifications are implicated in influencing gene expression. We have generated
high-resolution maps for the genome-wide
distribution of 20 histone lysine and arginine
methylations as well as histone variant H2A.Z,
RNA polymerase II, and the insulator binding
protein CTCF across the human genome using
the Solexa 1G sequencing technology. Typical
patterns of histone methylations exhibited
at promoters, insulators, enhancers, and transcribed regions are identified. The monomethylations of H3K27, H3K9, H4K20, H3K79,
and H2BK5 are all linked to gene activation,
whereas trimethylations of H3K27, H3K9, and
H3K79 are linked to repression. H2A.Z associates with functional regulatory elements, and
CTCF marks boundaries of histone methylation
domains. Chromosome banding patterns are
correlated with unique patterns of histone modifications. Chromosome breakpoints detected
in T cell cancers frequently reside in chromatin

biological processes. Among the various modifications,
histone methylations at lysine and arginine residues are
relatively stable and are therefore considered potential
marks for carrying the epigenetic information that is stable
Figure 5. Epigenetic Modifications at Insulators and Enhancers
through cell divisions. Indeed, enzymes that catalyze the
(A) CTCF binding marks the boundaries of active and inactive domains. H3K4me3
methylation reaction have been implicated in playing critical roles in development and pathological processes. PPP5C locus.
Remarkable progress has been made during the past
few years in the characterization of histone modifications
on a genome-wide scale. The main driving force has
been the development and improvement of the ‘‘ChIP832 Cell 129, 823–837, May 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
on-chip’’ technique by combining chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and DNA-microarray analysis (chip). With
almost complete coverage of the yeast genome on DNA
microarrays, its histone modification patterns have been
extensively studied. The general picture emerging from
these studies is that promoter regions of active genes
have reduced nucleosome occupancy and elevated histone acetylation (Bernstein et al., 2002, 2004; Lee et al.,
2004; Liu et al., 2005; Pokholok et al., 2005; Sekinger
et al., 2005; Yuan et al., 2005). High levels of H3K4me1,
H3K4me2, and H3K4me3 are detected surrounding transcription start sites (TSSs), whereas H3K36me3 peaks
near the 30 end of genes.
Significant progress has also been made in characteriz-
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What kind of information can we obtain from the
ChIP-seq experiments ?
Figure 1. Genome-Wide Mapping of 13 Factors
in ES Cells by Using ChIP-seq Technology
TFBS profiles for the sequence-specific transcription
factors and mock ChIP control at the Pou5f1 and
Nanog gene loci are shown.

Figure 2. Iden
a De Novo App

et al., 2007; Kaczynski et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2007; Pettersson
et al., 1996; Zeller et al., 2006). Hence, we showed that sequence

of these MTL, plotted as a function of the
number of different TFs in the MTL, is shown
in Figure 3A. Loci bound by 4 or more TFs are
highly significant (p < 0.001, Figure 3A), and
there is a total of 3583 such MTL. Of these,
1440 loci (40.2%) were found in the intergenic regions, and the remaining loci were
spread between promoter regions (1334
loci, 37.2%) and within gene regions (809
loci, 22.6%). Less than 20% of the clusters
with 7 or more TFs are found at promoter regions (yellow columns, Figure 3B), compared
with 40% of the clusters that have fewer than
5 TFs. Hence, the co-occurrence of TFBSs
within the MTL is not mainly due to their occurrence at promoters.
To further dissect the composition of the
MTL, we examined the co-occupancy of different factors found in the 3583 MTL. Among
the 13 TFs, Nanog, Sox2, Oct4, Smad1, and
STAT3 (blue box, Figure 4A) tend to co-occur
quite often, as do members of a second, distinct group comprised of n-Myc, c-Myc,
E2f1, and Zfx (green box, Figure 4A). In addition to these two high-level groupings of TFs,
we find it useful to define four groups of MTL
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To summarize - the most frequent tasks are:

1. Visualization along the genome
2. Peak finding and analysis (localization, cooccurrences, motifs)
3. Heatmaps of signal and average profiles at
various genomic loci

But before we start the analysis...
ChIP-seq: considerations for study design

• Distribution of modification - number of sequenced reads
• Paired vs. single end sequencing - fragment length estimation
• IgG control (pros and cons)
• Input control
• Biological replication!
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Figure
3. Peak counts depend on sequencing depth. (A) Number of peaks called with Peak-seq
Landt
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(0.01% FDR cut-off) for 11 ENCODE ChIP-seq data sets. (B) Called peak numbers for 11 ChIP-seq data
sets as a function of the number of uniquely mapped reads used for peak calling. (Inset) Called peak
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For mammalian genomes such as human and mouse:
1. > 20M aligned reads for broad marks
2. > 10M aligned reads for TFs

Paired vs. single end sequencing

LY S I S

- paired end sequencing is always useful (nucleosome positioning)
however not absolutely necessary
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eq data. (a) Main steps of the proposed ChIP-seq processing pipeline. (b) Schematic illustration of ChIP-seq
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(Legend on next page)

ChIP-seq: considerations for study design

• IgG control (pros and cons)
• Input control
• Biological replication
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Analysis
workflow

Ready quality check

Aligners: e.g.: bowtie2

Alignment
Filtering:
- remove reads with poor
alignment score
- remove PCR duplicates

Motif finding

R: ‘ShortRead’ package :: qa()
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Estimation of the
fragment length

R: ‘chipseq’

Replicate analysis

Read extension
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Functional
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Visualization

Average profiles

Model-based analysis of
ChIP-seq (MACS)
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Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq (MACS)

Yong Zhang¤*, Tao Liu¤*, Clifford A Meyer*, Jérôme Eeckhoute†,
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Build model and estimate
DNA fragment size d

- removes PCR duplicates
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- d is estimated by picking highly enriched
regions and looking at the distance
between modes of positive and negative
strand read pileups. Reads are extended
towards this midpoint (building peak model)
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ChIP-Seq analysis
<p>MACS
performs model-based analysis of ChIP-Seq data generated by short read sequencers.</p>

Scale two libraries

Call candidate peaks relative to genome background

Abstract

ghts reserved.

- SlidingWe window
of 2d to find significantly
present Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq data, MACS, which analyzes data generated by short
read sequencers such as Solexa's Genome Analyzer. MACS empirically models the shift size of
enriched
bins
using
λlocal
We
obtain
ChIP-Seq
tags, and
uses it to improve
the.spatial
resolution
of predicted binding sites. MACS also
uses a dynamic Poisson distribution to effectively capture local biases in the genome, allowing for
more robust predictions. MACS compares favorably to existing ChIP-Seq peak-finding algorithms,
enrichment
P-value
and is freely available.
tional Sanger sequencing methods. Technologies such as Illu- Background
eFDR
by
swapping
control
and
treatment
The determination of the 'cistrome', the genome-wide set of
mina's Solexa
or Applied Biosystems' SOLiD™ have made
in vivo cis-elements bound by trans-factors [1], is necessary
to determine the genes that are directly regulated by those

ChIP-Seq a practical and potentially superior alternative to
ChIP-chip [5,8].

Calculate dynamic  for candidate peaks

Calculate P value and filter candidate peaks

Calculate FDR by exchanging treatment and control

Several examples of peak callers
SICER - designed to deal with histone type data
PeakSeq, chromHMM ...

Peak callers in
MOSAiCS - suitable for TF and histone modification data
BayesPeak - suitable for TFs and histone modifications displaying peaklike signal
ChIPseqR - suitable for nucleosome positioning analysis
PICS CSAR

NarrowPeaks CSSP ....

Peak processing - quality controls
Downloaded from genome.cshlp.org on June 14, 2015 - Published by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press

al.

- how do we decide whether samples and peaks are OK?

The irreproducible discovery rate
(IDR, Li 2011) - rank peaks and
assess for consistency

Distinct and strong peaks are
often called by most of peak
finding software
Low strength peaks are often
noisy

The irreproducible discovery rate (IDR) framework for assessing reproducibility of ChIP-seq data sets. (A–C ) Reproducibility analysis for a pair
ality RAD21 ChIP-seq replicates. (D,E ) The same analysis for a pair of low quality SPT20 ChIP-seq replicates. (A,D) Scatter plots of signal scores
2012
at overlap inLandt
each pair
of replicates. (B,E ) Scatter plots of ranks of peaks that overlap in each pair of replicates. Note that low ranks correspond
nal and vice versa. (C,F ) The estimated IDR as a function of different rank thresholds. (A,B,D,E ) Black data points represent pairs of peaks that pass
shold of 1%, whereas the red data points represent pairs of peaks that do not pass the IDR threshold of 1%. The RAD21 replicates show high
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Visualization - seeing is believing
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Visualization - other tools
IGB - Integrated Genome Browser http://bioviz.org/igb/index.html

IGV - Integrative Genomics Viewer
https://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/

Visualization - file formats

Binned
or not
data

R

.bed
.bedGraph
.wig
.bigWig
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Peak analysis
Frequently asked questions include:
- Localization of peaks with respect to functional elements in the genome (promoters, gene
body, introns, transcription termination sites, intergenic regions etc.)
- Co-ocurrence between enriched regions
- The distribution of signal at the peaks
ChIPpeakAnno - provides functions performing peak annotation to promoters etc.
biomaRt - easy access to data bases including gene annotation, sequence conservation,
sequence retrieval etc.
GenomicRanges - fast comparison between genomic intervals:
findOverlaps()
countOverlaps()
nearest()
Easy peak annotation to pre-established or new genomic features, cross-comparisons
between peak locations and any kind of imaginable analysis
VennDiagram - visualization of two or multi-sample overlaps
Rcade - integrates ChIP-seq analysis with differential expression

Peak analysis - GREAT tool
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Peak analysis - motifs

MEME - provides functions performing motif discovery
RSAT - complete suite for motif finding

Position Weight Matrix (PWM) - describes the probability of each nucleotide at each
position of a motif
JASPAR/TRANSFAC - data bases of PWM
R: MotifDb, FIMO and others
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occupancy of mediator and cohesin in ES cells.
cell transcription factors (Oct4, Nanog and Sox2),
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a are shown in reads per million with the y axis floor
n. Oct4/Sox2, CTCF and TBP (TATA box) sequence
nn diagram showing the overlap of high-confidence
a) occupied sites with those bound by CTCF,
pbl. c, Region map showing that Smc1a, Nipbl and

Count how many fragments fall into each tile
Med12 co-occupied sites generally occur in close proximity to Pol2 and in the
absence of CTCF. For each Smc1a occupied region, the occupancy of Med12,
Nipbl, Pol2 and CTCF is indicated within a 10-kb window centred on the
Smc1a region. d, Heat map indicating that regions co-occupied by Smc1a,
Med12 and Nipbl, which are associated with active genes, exhibit similar
expression changes with knockdown of Smc1a, Med12 or Nipbl. Log2
expression data were ordered based on the Smc1a knockdown data and are
shown for all Smc1a, Med12 and Nipbl co-occupied regions that could be
mapped to a gene, as described in Supplementary Information.

hes, and bound proteins were then eluted and

interaction was not observed in MEFs where Nanog, Phc1, Oct4 and
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Comparative peak analysis

plotOverlapsAsVennDiag( peaks.rep1, peaks.rep2,
name1 = 'Rep. 1',
name2 = 'Rep. 2',
c('steelblue', 'blue3') )

Condition 1

Condition 2

Rep. 1

700

Rep. 2

2332

700

We will focus only on peaks identified in both replicates (hereafter refered to as enriched areas). The
enriched areas are colored in green.

Threshold issues affecting all qualitative analyses

enriched.regions = Reduce(subsetByOverlaps, list(peaks.rep1, peaks.rep2))
enr.reg.track = AnnotationTrack(enriched.regions,
genome="mm9", name='Enriched regions',
chromosome='chr6',
shape='box',fill='green3',size=2)
plotTracks(c(input.track, rep1.track, peaks1.track,
rep2.track, peaks2.track, enr.reg.track,

Comparative peak analysis

DiffBind
1. Count reads in peaks in all the replicates and conditions
2. Perform edgeR or DESeq2 analysis - dba.analyze()
3. Provides various plotting functions

MMDiff
1. Count reads in peaks in all the replicates and conditions
2. Performs DESeq normalisation
3. Compares peak shapes using kernel based statistical tests

ChIPQC package for quality control checks and
quantitative analysis of peak strengths
1. Plotting coverage histograms for peaks
2. Cross-coverage analysis in the function of shift sizes
3. Plotting peak profiles
Assessing ChIP-seq sample quality with ChIPQC
4. Sample clustering

eq sample quality with ChIPQC
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